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Heather Warton
Director Metropolitan and Regional Projects, North
Department of Planning and Infrastructure
Development Assessment and Systems Performance
GPO Box 39 SYDNEY NSW 2001

Attention: Cameron Sargent

Department of Planning
Received

1 9 DEC 2011

Scanning Room

Dear Heather,

EXHIBITION OF MODIFICATION APPLICATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDING C4
(MP10_0025 MOD1) AND BULK EXCAVATION AND BASEMENT CARPARKING (MP10_0023
MOD3) BARANGAROO SOUTH

Thank you for your letter requesting Transport for NSW (TfNSW) comment on the
applications for modifications to the Barangaroo bulk excavation and basement car
parking and Commercial Building C4.

TfNSW has reviewed the documents provided and generally supports the changes.
However, there a number of issues that have been identified that will need to be
addressed. These include:

• The building design and basement vehicle access points must be integrated with
the wider public domain. Importantly, the design of the basement access points
need to take into account plans for Wynyard Walk, Margaret Street West, and the
future ferry wharves. It is also worth noting that the Barangaroo Transport
Taskforce will be reporting back to Government in early 2012 regarding the
development of a 'transport place'.

• The documents need to provide clear information on the allocation and provision
of long term solution for bicycle parking and facilities within the basement area.

• Cycle lane linkages and signage should be provided between the basement
bicycle access points and the local street and cycle network. Details need to be
provided within the specific project applications.

• Construction Transport Management Plan staging and evaluation needs to
include the concurrent construction of the Wynyard Walkway. All relevant plans
should be updated to reflect ongoing consultation with the TfNSW Wynyard Walk
project team.

• TfNSW provided detailed comments on the Construction Transport Management
Plan for Commercial Building C4 on 2 December by email directly to Lend Lease.
A copy of these comments is provided at Attachment B. The main issues raised
include:

o The plans need to properly evaluate the cumulative impact of concurrent
projects, including the Wynyard Walk;

o The proponent needs to provide clarification of construction traffic
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movements, particularly the use and access on York Street, as well as
coordination and management of construction traffic to avoid queuing and
circulation on city streets.

o RMS does not support the pedestrian crossing as proposed at Napoleon
Street. It is suggested that traffic lights be considered, given that the
proponent will install traffic lights at this intersection, prior to occupation
(Statement of Commitment 42, Schedule 3 Ministers Project Approval,
March 2011).

Comments raised on the C4 construction transport management plan should also
be considered relevant to the basement excavation and car parking construction
traffic management plan.
Although the Environmental Assessment advises that the site for the bulk
excavation and basement car parking application is jointly owned by the
Barangaroo Delivery Authority and NSW Maritime; it is unclear what portion of the
proposal is on land owned by NSW Maritime. This issue should be clarified.

Detailed comments on the modification applications are provided in Attachment A to this
letter. Should you have any questions or require more information, please contact Sally
Nunnerley by email sally.nunnerley@transport.nsw.gov.au or 82022239.

Yours Sincerely

Mohini Nair //4., i 1 − t~

Principal Manager,
Integrated Transport Planning and Land−use
Planning and Programs
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MP10_0023 Mod3 (Bulk excavation and Basement car parking) − specific comments

General comments
MP10_0025 (Mod1) Commercial Building C4



Specific comments
MP10_0025 (Mod1) Commercial Building C4



BARANGAROO SOUTH − C4 COMMERCIAL BUILDING (MP10_0025)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN

General
• Previous Transport NSW comments provided in November 2010 (refer to attachment)

on the original DA are still relevant and need to be addressed prior to issue of the
Construction Certificate. These include in particular the application of road rules on the
type of vehicles accessing the site for construction.

• The construction plan needs to address the concurrent Wynyard Walk construction
planning and staging, with reference to emails sent by Andrew Bare from Transport
Construction Authority (TCA) dated 25 November 2011.

• The construction traffic plan needs to better communicate the relationship of the
construction traffic plan for building C4 and the other concurrent works and how this
has been assessed.

• Section 2 and Section 3 discusses the individual construction staging and details but
the document does not go further and explain the 'combined effect of these, even in
summary. It would be useful to present a combined construction workforce and
construction vehicle summary table similar to the combined construction staging.

Construction parking and pedestrian movements
• RMS does not support the pedestrian crossing configuration (Napoleon Street) as

shown in figure 11 on Page 29. Lend Lease's, Statement of Commitment No 42
(Schedule 3, Minister's Project Approval MP10_0025 dated March 2011) note that
Traffic Lights will be installed at the Napoleon Street intersection, in consultation with
the relevant road authority, prior to occupation certificate. It is suggested that the
provision of traffic lights be considered to facilitate movements at this intersection
during construction. It is acknowledged that further investigation and analysis will be
undertaken separately for this intersection. As part of that consideration, providing the
traffic lights for use during Barangaroo delivery should be assessed.

• Section 5 entitled "Traffic and Pedestrian Movements" yet the only mention of
pedestrian movements is in the overarching principles. The majority of pedestrian
traffic is likely to be the construction workforce. Yet the assessment and management
mentions only pedestrians wishing to access the waterfront and temporary passenger
terminal.

Construction vehicle access
• Section 5.5 needs to be reviewed and provide clarification on detail.e Section 5.5 needs to be reviewed and provide clarification on detail. Information on

traffic movements onto York St in AM Peak, is incorrect. An incorrect reference is
made to the approval for the Basement excavation and car parking (MP10_0023) −
D4(e) relates only to afternoon peak.

• Figure 6, page 19 is misleading with regard to alternate use of York St during morning
Peak. The plan needs to emphasise NO inbound trucks on York St in AM peak, if this
is the case. Need to show on map the alternate route of SHB, Western distributor
Harbour St, as described in section 5.5.

• The plan does not discuss the impact of the alternate access from Harbour Street,
• Not withstanding the above, RMS has previously requested that trucks not be permitted

to use York or Clarence Street 6AM to 10AM and 2PM to 8PM Monday to Friday to
minimise impacts on public transport.

• Section 5.5 does not address how the construction traffic (trucks) accessing the site will
be coordinated and managed to avoid queuing and circulating in city streets. RMS
previous ..mmen ts requested that holding be identified on the fringe of the CBDev,ous ,~,, .v.._..ng a arreeaass .....u..
to avoid truck circulation − this has not been addressed.



ATTACHMENT 1: Previous specific issues identified in November 2010

1. Construction Traffic Manaqement Plan

TNS W is satisfied that the construction traffic management plan addresses the Director
General's Requirements. However the following issues need to be addressed in the
plan prior to issuing the construction certificate:
a° The size of trucks proposed to access the site in Section 2.2.3 do not comply with

the provisions of Clause 300−3 of the Road Rules in terms of lengthy vehicle
restrictions. The size of trucks accessing the site should be size limited to rigid
single−tray trucks for spoil removal;

b. Section 5.4 (p22) refers to trucks accessing the site via the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
York Street, Margaret Street and Napoleon Street. To minimise impacts on public
transport, it is requested that trucks not be permitted to use York Street or Clarence
Street to access the development site between 6am to 10am and 2pm to 8pm
Monday to Friday;

C° Personnel using stop/slow signage are not permitted in Hickson Road or Sussex
Street on weekdays between the hours of 7am to 9am and 4pm to 7pm. However,
personnel using stop/slow signage will be permitted on Hickson Road, north of the
intersection of Hickson Road and Napoleon Street, when it is required to ensure
safe truck access at designated site access points, provided that vehicle queue
lengths generated as a result of the traffic control do not exceed more than six
vehicles in either direction;

d. Truck movements must be staged and co−ordinated to prevent trucks circling CBD
streets whilst awaiting access to site. There should be holding areas outside the
CBD or sufficient space within the site to store trucks and heavy vehicies; and

e. A detailed design of the proposed pedestrian refuge island indicatively shown in
Figure 17 will need to be submitted to City of Sydney Council to ensure that the
design is suitable and will cater for pedestrian demands and vehicle lane width and
turning path requirements works should be undertaken to try and avoid conflict with
peak movements associated with cruise passenger terminal activities.

2. Traffic Modellin.q
The SIDRA modelling package does not properly consider co−ordinated intersections
and does not consider the dynamic nature of SCA TS operations and is therefore not
the appropriate software that should be used for modelling co−ordinated intersection
performance. TNSW requests that the LINSIG modelling package be used for any
subsequent assessment of intersection operations as it properly considers co−ordinated
intersection operation.


